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Abstract 

In order to create sub micron vias between metal layers on silicon IC circuits, the 
tungsten filled via processes have been in a constant state of development over the past 15 years. 
Processing is complex, expensive, and difficult to reproduce. The introduction of galvanic cells, 
via undercutting, and exposed plugs are just some of the plagues that have hit several users of the 
technology. Discussed in this paper is an alternative approach to the complex tungsten filled via 
interconnect process. The proposed process yields well at sub micron geometries, is easy to 
perform, and is inexpensive compared to the tungsten filled via process. Contact resistance 
improves greatly over the standad tungsten process. The test run achieved a mean value of 0.25 
ohms per via compared to historic tungsten process that yields 0.4 ohms per via. The distribution 
was also excellent with sigma recorded at 0.025 ohms per via. 

* This work has been supported by the United States Department of Energy under Contract No. 
DE-AC04-94AL8.5000. 



Process Flow 

Attached to this report are illustrations of the process flow for M1 to M2 short loops, with 
photographs taken at key processing points during test wafer fabrication. Included are test 
results for the run. A key point to note is that the tungsten free via process employs reverse 
processing sequence of the via and metal masks. Reversal of the via mask tone is also mandatory 
in order to execute the flow. 

REVIEW OF PROCESS FLOWS 

Standard back end metals interconnect technique: 

1) Sputter first metal 
2) Pattern first metal 
3) Deposit ILD 
4) Planarize ILD 
5) Etch via holes 
6) Deposit via liner 
7) Deposit blanket tungsten 
8) Tungsten blanket etchback/ polish 
9) Sputter second metal 
10) Pattern second metal 
11) Etch second metal 

Tungsten free via metals interconnect technique: 

1) Sputter first metal 
2) Pattern studs 
3) Etch studs 
4) Deposit Titanium Nitride ARC 
5) Pattern first layer metal 
6) Etch first layer metal 
7) Deposit ILD 
8) Polish back ILD 
9) Plasma etch back ILD -- expose studs 
10) Sputter second layer metal 
11) Pattern Second layer metal 
12) Etch second layer metal 



PROCESS ILLUSTRATION DRAWINGS 

In order to better understand the process flow, cross sectional drawings illustrate the 
process geometry. There is a total of twelve illustrations below. 
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PROCESS ILLUSTRATION DRAWINGS 
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Process Step Sequencing Details: 

1) Sputter First Metal - First layer metal deposition can be the technologist’s standard 
metal stack. The metal stack used for the test vehicle at Sandia Labs is a titanium base, 
followed by AVCu metal, capped with titanium nitride as an anti-reflective coating. 
Targeted metal thicknesses are 500 angstroms titanium, 1.5 microns of Al/Cu, and 250 
angstroms of titanium nitride cap. 

2) Pattern Stud Mask - The stud mask is very similar to patterning the standard via mask, 
except that it comes before metal 1 patterning and uses a reversed mask tone. Instead of 
leaving openings in the resist where vias get etched, patterned resist islands will remain 
where studs get left behind. The studs will replace the tungsten filled via. 



3) Stud Etch - Stud etch is a timed etch. One can etch down the metal to achieve any stud 
length desired. In this case we chose 0.8 microns to be the desired stud height. 

4) Titanium ARC Sputter -- Deposit 250 angstroms of titanium nitride to act as an anti- 
reflective coating for metal patterning. 

5 )  Pattern First Metal -- Pattern first level metal as normal. 

6)  Etch First Layer Metal -- Etch first layer metal to endpoint. 

7) ILD DEP -- LAM Epic ILD (2.5 microns of ECR TEOS) was the dielectric layer 
between metal 1 and metal 2. One must be sure that no voids, cracks or seams are present 
in the ILD or metal shorts will result. If a problem exists, it is easily identifiable after 
step 9 (plasma etchback). 

8) ILD Planrimtion -- Chemicalhfechanical polish planarizes the surface above the 
metallhtud pattern. We chose 12000 angstroms ILD remaining above the top of the 
defined metal 1 pattern as the target, which is 4000 angstroms above the studs. Take 
remaining ILD thickness measurements above metal 1 if one does not have laser endpoint 
detection on the etcher for the next step. 

9) Plasma Etch back ILD -- This step will expose the studs. Although it seems that this 
step would be difficult, we had no problems calculating the etch time required to expose 
the stud approximately 3000 angstroms. The window here is fairly wide on exposing the 
studs. We did not have the luxury of a laser endpoint detector on our oxide etch machine 
so we used a timed process. 

10) Sputter Second Layer Metal -- Sputter second layer metal over the studs. Be sure to 
do a pre-sputter etch of the metal studs before metal 2 dep to remove any native oxide 
growth in order to keep resistance at the studmetal 2 interface to a minimum. 

11) Pattern Second Layer Metal -- Pattern second layer metal as normal. Alignment 
marks for the stepper here are tricky. The marks should be studs sticking through the 
ILD layer after plasma etchback. 

12) Etch Second Layer Metal -- Etch the second layer metal with the same sequence as 
the first layer metal. If this is the final metal layer, there will be no stud mask associated 
with this metal layer. 



Figure 1A and 1B 

Figure 1A and 1B -- The first key viewing point is post stud etch. If metal etch 
uniformity is poor, there is a possibility that no remaining metal will be present around 
the edge of the wafer. The stud sizing should be at the specified height and width with 
remaining resist on top. Figure 1A above shows the results with the resist still in place 
after stud etch. This picture shows all of the planned dimensions remaining. The metal is 
0.70 microns and the studs are about the same. Figure 1B is a perspective shot of 1A. 
Figure 1B has a thinner resist coat thickness prior etch. Figure 1A’s starting resist 
thickness was 1.8 microns, while Figure 1B’s is 1.2 microns. 



Key Processing Photograph Points 

POST FIRST LAYER METAL ETCH 

Figure 2A and 2B 

Figure 2A and 2B -- The photos above show the structures that will be present after stud 
etch, metal etch, and resist clean have been completed. In this case the studs are 
approximately 0.8 microns tall. 
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Key Processing Photograph Points 

POST METAL 2 ETCH AND CLEAN 
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Figure 5 

Figure 5 -- After Metal 2 processing, the cross section above shows the metal contact 
between the metal 1 stud and the metal 2 line. The surface of metal 2 has the extrusive 
shape of the stud as expected. In this case the stud is approximately 0.4 microns above 
the ILD layer. 

RESULTS/CONCLUSION 

Testing of chains of 30,000 contacts per cell is complete. Results were excellent with the 
mean resistance per via being 0.25 ohms, with a sigma at 0.025 ohms. Figure 4B 
illustrates the contact chain structure that is visible under the ILD using 15 keV energy 
setting on the SEM. There were no “Bull’s Eye” characteristics as often seen in tungsten 
filled processes. The contact resistance maps show one edge of the wafer with no 
readings. Microscopy inspection revealed the causes as low metal 1 remaining. The 
current etcher used for stud etch has extremely high etch rates on the outside of the wafer. 
This confirmed the expected result. 



DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employes, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use- 
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe- 
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-, 
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, m m -  
mendirtion, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 


